“A Passion for Excellence”

Restrict Access ~ Concept 3000 & Concept Access 4000
The Concept Access 4000 is a fully integrated Access Control, Security Management and Building
Automation System Accessing the 21st Century.
The system is very flexible and able to adapt and expand to your needs, small or large, domestic or
commercial, private or government, educational or industrial, banking or gaming, etc.
Expandable - The database Memory in the Concept Access 4000 is also expandable and can be
configured to allow the number of records to be tailored to the application. This provides options of up
to 4000 users. Users with names or 24000 without, 250 User Types, 250 Time Zones, 250 Holidays,
250 Doors and 6500 Review Events. Much larger numbers of Users are available upon request.
Tenancies or Areas - The system can be partitioned into up to 250 Tenancies or Areas, each
capable of operating as a separate system. Security, access and Automation may be programmed to
operate individually for each Tenant, events being reported by the Tenant's choice of communication
option. Users may be assigned permissions allowing them access to one or more Tenancies.
Contractors, Visitors & Guests - the Concept System provides a contingency for visitors or
contractors who attend your premises for short periods of time. Each visitor may be issued a proximity
identification fob (finger operated device) which is only valid between specific times and on specific
days, as set by you. These fobs may be given restricted access through specific doors and to specific
floors and even made to cancel themselves upon their first use.
The ACCEPT software gives full control of entities within the security system such as doors, heating,
air-conditioning, lighting and other outputs such as pumps, garden sprinklers and gates. Alarms and
other specific events can be programmed to appear on the central computer screen to ensure that
you are up-to-date with what is happening within the building.
Car Park entry may be restricted to specific users or use of certain times. Users must present a valid
proximity identification card or button to enter or exit the system. Separate "in" or "out" gates and
readers allow vehicles to be counted. The "Car Park Full" sign may be illuminated and the "in" gate
disabled when all available spaces have been taken. The sign may be turned off again and the "in"
gate re-enabled as vehicles leave and spaces become available once again.
Building Services such as Garden Sprinklers, Fountains or other utilities may be programmed to
operate between specific times and on certain days. They may even be qualified by other conditions
(ie. garden sprinklers will not activate if the moisture sensors indicate that the ground is already
moist). Manual operation of utilities is also available, if desired, including control via computer or a
mobile phone using GSM Short Message Service (SMS).
For further details please contact Security Action Services on 8341 7444.
A site inspection can be arranged where we can discuss your security requirements and offer
options which vary depending on specific needs.
A two-year warranty every Inner Range Concept product. Should any Concept product fail to function as
intended within this period, the fault or symptom detailed and the product will be repaired or replaced as soon
as possible.
This Warranty does not cover product failures occurring wholly or in part as a result of misuse, malicious
damage, accidental damage or acts of nature.
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